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PALEO BIOLOGY

BONES: CLUES TO MANKIND'S PAST

The human skeletal system has many important functions for the living

body. Bones also preserve important data about our ancestors and how we

evolved'through the centuries. The sex, approximate age, brain volume, diet,

height and medical history of a person long deceased are data whicL can be

obtained by studying bones. The techniques used in locatirT, eycavating, and

analyzing fossil bone remains are vital clues to the past ot ificern .aan and

may even offer links to the continual evolution of Homo sapi::s

A. The Body's Framework

OBJECTIVE

The student will be able to:

1. identify.the major bones of the skeleton, and relate the functions

of the system to other parts of the body.

ACTIVITIES

a. Labei the majcr bones of the human skeleton, using Handout #1

"Human Skeleton - Anterior View" and Handout #2 "Human Skeleton -

Posterior View". Reference - wall chart or Modern Biolcwv,

Chapter 40

b. Complete Worksheet #1 "Human Skeletal System". Reference -

Chapter 41, Modern Biolory & Reading #1
OD.

c. Discuss the relationships between the skeletal system and other

systems of the body. Use the questions on Worksheet #2 as a

guide and complete the answers during the discussion.



Handout #1

Human Skeleton Anterior View

Thumb

SKELETAL SYSTEM

Anterior View
(Front)

Sternum

Paten!.

COpyRic:7-1 1973 J NE;Te."N WALCH. PUBLISHER. PORTLAND, MAINE 04104
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Handout #2

Human Skeleton Posterior VieW SKELETAL SYSTEM

Posterior View
(Back)

Sacro-iliac Joint

Calcaneus
(Heel Bone)

COPYRIGHT. 1973. J WESTON WACCH. PUBLISHER. PORTLAND. MAINE 04104
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Name

Worksheet #1

HUMAN SKELETAL SYSTEM

Period

1. Write the common names for the following bones:

a. cranium d. humerus

b. sternum e. pelvis

Date

c. patella f. clavicle

g. femur

2. What are the five functions of the skeletal system?

3. Compare the front to the back view of the skeleton. What bones are more

visible on each view?

4. Compare the position of the human skeleton to the position of the cat

skeleton. (Use the human and cat skeletons for observations.)

5. Explain why the vertebrae closer to the head are smaller than the vertebrae

near the legs.

6. .How many pairs of ribs do you have?

How many are not attached to the sternum?

How many "floating" ribs do you have?

7. does the nose on the skull appear incomplete?

-4-
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8. How is the kneecap or patella different from most of the other bones on
the skeleton?

9. What is the longest bone in the body?

10. What is the main function of the spinal column?

11. Why are there 2 lower arm bones and 2 lower leg bones?

-5-
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Reading #1

HUMAN SKELETON

The skeletal system of the human body is composed of 206 bones and has

five major functions:

a. production of blood cells

b. he]ps in body movement by providing a place for the attach-

ment of muscles

c. support for body tissues

d. protection oi7 body organs

e. storage of body minerals

The front view of the skeleton can be identified from the back view because

of the presence of the sternum, facial bones and patella. The drawing on

Handout #1 shows he position of the body: erect, and head, palms of hands

and feet facing forward. On Handout #2, the entire spinal column can be

observed. The lower the vertebrae, the larger, heavier, and thicker they

become because they must support more weight.



Name

Worksheet #2

RELATING THE SKELETAL SYS-1M TO OTHER SYSTEMS

Period

1. Relate the skeletal system to the muscular system.

2. Relate the skeletal system to the nervous system.

3. Relate the skeletal system to the circulatory system.

4. Relate the skeletal system to the respiratory system.

5. Relate the skeletal system to the reproductive system.

(5. Relate the skeletal system to the digestive system.

Date



B. Location of Bone Remains

OBJECTIVES

The student will be able to:

2. identify the sites where bone remains are discovered.

3. explain why human remains are so scarce, and the reasons why
they are found in a particular location.

ACTIVITIES

a. Read pages 28-31, Fossil Man. Also read page 15 in Early Man.

b. From your readings, complete Worksheet 5'fr3, "Locating Fossil
Bone Remains".

c. Discuss the results of your research and relate the information
to Slides 1 and 2.

Want to Know More?

Write a report or set up a display showing how man has used caves
in the past and present.

-8-
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Name

Worksheet #3

LOCATING FOSSIL BONE REMAINS

Period Date

1. Explain why fossil bone cemains are hard to find as compared to other

fossils.

2.- Where are fossil bones found?

3. Why are they found in particular sites?

4. What additional information, relating to the bones, can be obtained by

examining the layer of earth where they were discovered?

1 3
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C. Discovery and Excayation of Fossil Bone Remains

OBJECTIVES \

The student will be able to:

4. explain how fossil bones are discovered and excavated.

5. relate the value of laboratory investigations to the field

data, explaining the various steps involved in ideatification

of the bones and the dating process that determines when the

individual lived.

ACTIVITIES

a. Read pages 34-53, Fossil Man.

b. Complete Worksheet #4, "Discovery and Excavation of Fossil Bones".

c Discussion: Relating the value of laboratory work to field work

-10-
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Name

Worksheet #4

DISCOVERY AND EXCAVATION OF FOSSIL BONES

Period Date

I. Describe Ole steps used in removing a bone from the site. Explain why
the procedures are so time-consuming and tedious.

2. Why is careless digging harmful to the investigation of the site where
human bones are located?

3. What are the major procedures in the laboratory?

4. Problems dealing with identification and comparison of the bones can be
complicated for two main reasons. What are the reasons and how can we
help in solving them?

5. Why are bones carefully measured?'



6. Why do we need to use statistics as a matheiratical tool in studying the

bones excavated from each site?

7. Why is it important to correctly place the remains of fossil man in the

time sequence of the Pleistocene period?

8. What are the different methods used in dating the fossil bones, according

to the proper time sequence?

9. How did scientists determine that the Piltdown fossil man was a hoax?

1 6
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The following sections are broken down into the various clues, preserved

by bones, about our ancestors. You will notice that one particular part

of the skeleton may offer several clues, thus being mentioned in different

sections. In the summary, the data will be collectively analyzed.

D. Trends in Mortality - Clue #1

OBJECTIVES

The student will be able to:

6. discuss the various reasons for the changes in mortality from

prehistoric man to modern man.

7. explain ilfanticide and the reasons for its practice.

ACTIVITIES

a. Complete Worksheet #5, "Trends in Mortality". . Try to answer

the questions on your own and then discuss them with other

students.

b. Read and complete Worksheet #6, "Infanticide".

Want to Know More?

Do a little research about the practices of infanticide in modern

times, wTiting a report about it or giving an oral presentation

to the class.

Read the article, "Checks on Population Growth: 1750-1850", from

Scientific American. The article discusses the roles of infantcide

and marriage customs in controlling population growth. After

reading it, complete the optional Worksheet #1, "Controla from

1750-1850". A copy of this article can be obtained from the mini-

course kit or from your teacher.

1 7
-13-



Name

Worksheet #5

TRENDS IN MORTALITY

Period Date

1. During the early existence of man, the world population increased by

only one person every five years. Today, seventy-two million human

beings are added to the world population each year. What factors are

responsible for this change?

2. In the past, adult females died usually during the 20-30 age category

while adult males died later (during the 30-40 age category). Today

in the United States, the life expectancy for women is longer than for

men. Can you explain ais turnabout?

3. The average life span of prehistoric man was naturally much lower than

modern man, but averages can be misleading. For example, there is a

story of a man who drowned in a river that had an average depth of one

foot. What m4,.t be a factor in pulling down the average life expectancy

of early man?

4. Disease and starvation are factors that tend to limit a popnlallon. Do

you think these two factors were responsible for the very rmall incrcase

in early man's population (one person every five years)? Explain our

answer.

-14-
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Name

Worksheet #6

INFANTICIDE

Period Date

The high rates of infant mortality appears deliberate in primitive
groups and throughout man's history. Infanticide is the practice of
killing unwanted children. Early cultures believed that in infanticide,
the soul of rhe child is not Lost when sacrificed, but goes back into
a reserve pool. In various cultures, it has been described as necessary
for disposing of infants who were diseased or deformed and also as a
method of controlling population size. During the early years of man's
existence, fifty percent died in the first year of life.

Evidence from fossil bone remains shows that the bulk of infant skeletons
were basically females. Even in modern times, primitive hunters and
food-gatherers practice female infanticide.

1. Why were more female infants killed than males? Give your opinion.

Sedentism (agricultural revolution occurred and man settled down, no
longer nomadic) happened about 10,000 B.C. When this took place, the
practice of infanticide was no longer as necessary as before.

2. Why did nomadic man have to practice infanticide?

-15-
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Name

Optional Worksheet #1

CONTROLS FROM 1750-1850

Period Date

I. Why was famine more a local problem than a widespread problem?

9. What diseases controlled population size during that time.?

3. What marriage customs helped in controlling the growth rate in Furope?

4. What were ihe opinions of Plato and Aristotle about infanticide?

5. If infanticide was not accepted by the governments, why was I a widespread
problem?

6. List the five common methods of committing infanticide.

7 1W r Ihe modievnl age, the "regulator of population" was:
A. thc Mack Death
I. siar,ation
u. hind!, rat

1). war

K. city

2 0



8. Briefly explain the following institutions:
A. Foundling Hospitals:

B. Parish workhouses:

C. Baby farms:

D. Revolving Boxes:

9. There was a higher percentage of children dying in the first year of
life during the period 1750-1850 than 3 million years ago. What was
the percentage of children dri.ng in the first year of life back 3
million years?

A. 40%
B. 50%
C. 70%
D. 80%

10. Which of the following methods of disposing of children was considered
the most common?

A. overlaying
B. strangulation
C. exposure
D. starvation

11. Which method was considered "accidental" most of the time?
A. overlaying
B. strangulation
C. exposure
D. overdose of drugs

12. What reasons were given for the increase in population growth after 1850?

2 1
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E. Age Identification - Clue #9

OBJECTIVE

The student will be able to:

8. identify and explair the various parts of the skeleton uscd
to determine the approximate age of the individual.

ACTIVITIES

a. Age Identification Determination by Teeth

1. 'Complete Handout #3, "Teeth"
Instructions: Upper dental arch drawing - Label the
teeth using the following terms:

Central incisors
Lateral incisors
Canines
First premolars
Second premolars
First molars
Second molars
Third molars "Wisdom teeth"

Reference: Modern Biology, pages 649-650

Lower dental arch drawing - Use two different colors
for your key showing ages of eruption and loss of teeth
(may be pen and pencil).

One color: to indicate the ages of eruption and loss
of baby teeth

One color: to indicate the ages of eruption of permanent
teeth

Reference: Chart #1, "Eruption and Shedding of Teeth"

2. Complete Worksheet #7, "Determining Age by Examining Teeth"

Reference: Handout #3, completed in above activity

-18-
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Chart #1

ERUPTION AND SHEDDING OF TEETH

TEETH

BABY TEETH PERMANENT

ERUPT LOST ERUPT

Central incisors 7 1/2 months 7 years 6-8 years

Lateral incisors 7-9 months 8 years 7-9 years

Canines 16-18.months 10 years 9-11 years

First premolars 9-10 years

Second premolars 10-12 years

First molars 12-14.months 10 years 6-7 years

Second-molars 20-24 months 12 years 11-13 years

Third molars 17-21 years

-20-
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Name

Worksheet #7

DETERMINING AGE BY EXAMINING TEETH

Period

Slide 3 - A. robustus mandible

Date

I. In general, how could we determine the approximate age of this
individual?

Slide 4 - A. africans, Child 6

2.. How do we know.that this individual was six -,,ars old at the time
of death?

Slides 5 & 6 - H. erectus mand*J!.e

3. Why acc Lne molars almost worn down to the gums?

4. On Slide 6, the wisdom tooth or third molar-is not worn down like
the other molars. How old was the individual at the time of death?

General Questions:

5. Ry eYamining the teeth, how could we identify an elderly individual?

6. During what part of life span are teeth good indicators of approximaic.
ae?

-21-



b. Age Identification Determined by Examination of Skull

1. Complete. Worksheet #8, "Age Determined by Examination
of the Skull".

2. Complete Handout #4, "Skull".

Instructions: Label the numbered sutures on the drawing
as the following:

1. sagittal suture (top of skull)
2. coronal suture
3. interfrontal suture

Locate these sutures on the human skull or model.

Write your answer on the handuut to the following question:

How can we determine age by examining the individual
sctures?

Reference: Chart #2, "Fusion of Skull Sutures"

3. Complete Worksheet #9, "Fontanels".

Age Determined by Studying the Spinal Column

Using Handout #5, "Spinal Column", expiain on the back
of the paper, how you could tell the age of an individual.
What happens to the spinal column from infancy to adult-
hood?

Reference: Page 67, Fossil Man

d. Age Determined by Observing Long Bone Development

1. On Handout #6, "Bone Diagram", label and identify the
following structures: spongy bone, epiphysis, bone
marrow

2. Examine the real bones that have beeA sawed in half
longitudinally and locate the various parts of the bone.

3. Complete Worksheet #10, "Bone Development".

Reference: Modern Biology, pages 634-635

e. Age identification - Pelvis

By studying Slide 10, how could we determine age by
examining the pelvic bones (answer on own paper).

f. Age Determination - Elderly Skeleton: On your own paper, list
the features of a skeleton whiel would indicate old age.

-22-
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Name

Worksheet 48,?:;

AGE DETERMINED BY EXAMINATION OF THE SKULL

Period Date

Slide 7 - Australopithecus (Early Ancestor)

1. At what period of time did these individuals live?

9. By comparing the child's skull to the crushed adult skull (and
possibly model cast), how can we generally determine approximate
age?

Slide 8

3. We can determine age throughout the life span with more exact skill
than the geleral observations illustrated in Slide 7. This method
involves the sutures of the skull. What happens to these sutures
during the life span?

Reference: Modern Biology, page 633, figure 40.1

-23-
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COMPLETE FUSION

Chart #2

FUSION OF SKULL SUTURES

SUTURE BEGINNING OF FUSION

Sagittal

Coronal

Masto-occipital

Squamous

Intei-frontal

22 years - slow to age 26

24 years - rapid to about
age 30

30 years - slow at first

37 years - almost no
activity until age 62

second half of first year

35 years

38 years

81 years

81 years

end of s,tcond

year

NOTE: The interfrontal suture and its fusion, as with the others, is dependent
upon the individual and in rare cases may not happen at all. For
example, th, interfrontal suture may remain unclosed in 8.57 of adults.
In fact, it has occasionally been mistaken for a fracture.

2 9
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Name

Worksheet #9

FONTANELS

Period Date

Fontanels are membrane-covered spaces at the areas of the cranial bones
which are the last to undergo ossification. The membranes in these
areas are not ossified until the child is born.

1. Examine the fetal skull, identifying the fontanels or'"soft spots".

2. Locate the most uociceable soft spot located near the front of the skull
on top.

Use Chart #3, "Times of Closure for Fontanels", to answer the following
questions:

3. Which soft spot is usually the first to close?

4. Which one is usually the last to close?

5. If you were examining a fetal skull, how would you determine the age as
be-ing about one year old?

6. How would you conclude that an individual was 2 years old?

-26-
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Chart #3

TIMES OF CLOSURE FOR FONTANELS

FONTANEL APPROXIMATE TIME OF CLOSURE
AFTER BIRTH

Poslerior

Anterolaleral

Posterolateral.

Anterior (most noticeable)

Sagittal

31

-27-

2 months

3 months

end of first year

during second year

often at birth, but
usually before fourth
month



Handout #5

1M. AXIA1. SKLTON
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one Diagram in Cross Section

Articular
('arlihtgc

i-tanaouc FO

SKELETAL SYSTEM

Articular
Cartilage

COPYRIGHT. 1973. J WES1ON WALCH. PUBLISHER. PORTLAND, MAINE 04104
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Name

Worksheet #10

BONE DEVELOPMENT: DETERMINING AGE

Period

1. Looking at Slide 9, what happentl during bone development?

Date

Study the Collowing list showing the different ages of appearance and
fusion of epiphyses to the ends of the long boties:

Appear Fusion

18 years 22-25 years

20 years 20 years

6 months - 4 years 3-7 years

4-11 years 14-21 years

7-14 years 13-21 years

6-16 years 17-24 yearS

3 months - 3 years 15-25 years

2. Using Handout #7 and the above chart, how do we determine age by studying
long bones?
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F. Sex Identification - Clue #3

OBJECTIVE

The student will be able to:

9. identify and explain the various parts of the skeleton used
to determine the sex of the individual.

ACTIVITIES

a. Teeth - A clue?

In gorillas, the male has a larger canine tooth than the
female, thus we can determine sex by examining the teeth.
Are the size of teeth in man a good indicator of sex?
(answer on own paper)

Reference: page 63, Fossil Man

b. Facial Bones - a fair clue

Observing Slide 11, can you tell the difference between
the male and female skulls of Homo sapiens? You will

notice that the female skull has more delicate facial
features than the male.

c. Examination of Pelvis - the best clue

I. Handout #8: Read over the description of the basic
differences between the male and female pelvic bones
and study the two drawings. Notice the "u" shaped

public arch of the female in comparison to the "v"
shape of the male. Also note the flared-out "tap

bones" of the female.

Can you answer these questions:

Why has the pelvis changed more than any other part of
the skeleton?

Why is there such a distinct difference between the male
and female pelvic bones?

2. Study the pelvic bones of the male and female models or
try to determine the sex of the real skeleton in the front
of the room.

3. Slides 12 and 13: Can you identify the male and female

pelvic bones?

-32-
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Ilium

At birth
child
must pass
through
this bony
passageway, t

Acetabutum' .

Pubic a ;Ch4isch'17m,

Handout #8

FEMALE

Fig. 529

Chief difference between male and female skeletons is
structure of pelvis. Female pelvis has less depth with
broader, less sloping ilia, more circular bony ring I pelvic
(anal ), wider and more rounded pubic arch, and shorter
;Ind wider sacrum. Most structures of kmale pelvis
are i..orrelated with child-bearing functitins. In evolution
of human skeleton, pelvis has changed more than any
other part because it has to support weight ot ere(t body.

Anterior view.)

3 7
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G. Relationship between Diet and Brain Volume . Evidence: Changes in Human
Skull - Clue #4

OBJECTIVE

The student will be able to:

10. explain the theory relating the changes in man's diet to the
increase in brain volume throughout his evolution.

ACTIVITIES

a. Study and complete Worksheet #11, "Diet and Brain Volume".

b. Read pate 77, last paragraph, Fossil Man.

c. Study Figure 39-9, page 626, Modern Biology and answer the
two questions about the drawings, on your own paper.

-34-
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Name

Worksheet #11

DIET AND BRAIN VOLUME EVIDENCE: SKULL CHANGES

Period Date

1. Look at Slide 14, showing a side profile of early man's skull, and
describe the structure of the skull and teeth.

2. Examine a modern man's skull (from side profile) and describe the
structure of the skull and teeth.

3. Early man was a herbivore. What evidence illustrates this eating habit?

4. As man evolved, his diet also changed and he became a carnivore, and
started cooking his food which is perhaps a form of pre-digestion. What

has happened to his teeth and jawbone over the centuries?

5. The ridge of the side of the skull and the thickness of the skull are
related to the support of the jawbone and teeth. When the teeth and
jawbone decreased in size and weight, what happened to the size of that
ridge and the thickness of the skull?

6. Referring back to #5, due to the changes in the thickness of dhe skull,
it allowed more room for the brain. According to this theory, what
happened to the brain volume?

3 9
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H. Determining Height and Erect Posture - Clue #5

OBJECTIVE

The student will be able to:

11. identify and explain the parts of the skeleton used in deter-
mining erect posture and approximate height of early man.

ACTIVITIES

a. Pelvis

1. Read the second paragraph, page 620, Modern Biology,
and study Figure 39-1.

2. Read page 682, Biology.

3. Study Figure 30-3, page 682, Biology.

4. Answer the following questions on your own paper:

What was the proof that Australopithecus was humanlike
and not apelike?

How do we determine if an ancestor stood erect?

b. Skull

1. Read page 681, Biology, and study Figure 30-2 on the
same page.

2. Compare the cat and human skulls (use models), showing
how the location of the foramen magnum varies according
to the certain angle where the skull joins the spinal
column.

c. Leg Bones: Read pages 128-129, Fossil Man, comparing early leg
bones to modern man.

d. Results of Standing Erect: Another Form of Evidence - Hand and
Foot Structure

Instructions: Read pages 72-74, Fossil Man

e. Determining Height - Arm and Leg Bones

Read and study the drawing and chart on page 60, The Body.
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I. Medical History - Clue #6

OBJECTIVE

The student will be able to:

12. determine the medical clues preserved by bone.

ACTIVITIES

a. Study the photographs and read the small description on pages
18-19, The Body.

b. Read page 59, The Body, "Skeletons and Timf, Clocks",

c. Read page 145, "The Lively Skeleton", Part 6, Story of Life.

d. Make a list of the above clues and some of your own clues about
medical history preserved by bones.
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J. Summary of Clues

OBJECTIVES

Tne student will be able to:

13. ,ollectively analyze the separate data about the clues
preserved by bone.

14. apply his information to different exercises on identi-
fication of bone remains.

ACTIVITIES

Complete Worksheet #12, "Summary of Clues Preserved by Bones".

Evaluations

You will obtain from the t?.acher several different evaluations, including
written, audio-visual and practical lab exercises.

Conclusion

Review over the fourteen objectives. Did you accomplish each one?
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Name

Worksheet #12

SUMMARY OF CLUES PRESERVED BY BONES

Period

Conclusions

1. List all the various clues preserved by an old skull:

List all the various clues preserved by teeth:

Date

3. List all the various clues provided by studying the leg or arm bones:

4. List all the clues preserved by the pelvis:

5. What parts of the skeleton can we use to determine age throughout the
life span of an individual?

What parts would offer their best clues under age 25?

6. Relate our diet to brain volume.
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Applications

Slide .15

1. How do we know that this skull is an adult female?

Slide 16

2. How would you determine that this fragmented skull is an approximately
19-year old female who was a herbivore?

3. How would you identify an ancestor as being about 5 feet tall, male,
and having a brain volume of about 507.9 cubic otntimeters?

4. How would you identify a female, about 10-12 years old?

5. How would you identify an approximately 70-year old male who lived
3 million years ago?

6. How would you identify a three-year old child?
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YEACHER SECTION

UNIT OBJECTIVES

The ,..t..tudent will be able to:

1. identify the major bones of the skeleton, and relate the functions
of the system to other parts of the body.

2. identity the sites where hone remains are discovered.

3. explain why human remains are so scarce, and the reasons why they
are found in a particular location.

4 explain how fossil bones are discovered and excavated.

rela::e vaitte laboratory investirAtions to the field data,
exolaining !he various sieps involved in identification of the
hones and the dating process that determines when the individual
lived.

6, discuss ill(' various reasons for the changes in mortality irom
prehisto-ric man to modern man.

1. c:xplain infanticide and the reasons for its practice.

R. identify a.ld explain the various parts of the skeleton used lo
det_ermine the approximate age of the individual.

identify and explain the vartous parts of the skeleton used to
determine the sex of the individual.

10. explain the theory relating thc changes in man's diet to the increase
in hrain volume throughout his evolution.

Li. idel : ilv and explain the parts of the skeleton used in determinin
erect posture and approximate height of early man.

12. determine the medical clues preserved by bones.

ahal_vze the separate data about the clues preserved by
hone.

14. apiv his informati,pi to d;fferer.t exercises on ident.ification or
bcyle remains.
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iNi'ORN:',Ti ON

I. Thi!. mav'ne Hciude,i at tile conclusion of otle dealiti.!4 with

evotutio. or imi,lcmcnted in human physiology and anatomy,
the reular topic of thc skeletal system.

2. I; mav be teacher-directed or used in the same rormat, only
individualized. WW1 either method, there should be discussions
involvin the teacher and students included at the end or the
different sections.

The twit is devised as a "mystery" activity in which tlie students
kavi; ;: problem: identifvin the characteristics of early man;
learn ihe various "clues" preserved by bones; and finally apply
those clues.

:,,csource-..: The paper!)acis, Fossij Hxo, should be used a::
Cot. (he tt costs $1.45 and you could obtain perhaps 15 copies

co:e hook per two students..

Attai modrls l'hemait skeleton, cat- skeleVon, maie peivic
sku11, plastic casts oi early mar:ls f;hnlls, or liwie

Lit) .leve!op interest and motivation ditrin file unit . However,
von are Hot able Co obtain :These models, drawings, pictures, or

slides car easi.lv supplement the unit_

The sixteer slides, included within the teacher's ilackar, are essenLial
lo the unit. Tke students work with the slides. and from their
-1,:;evat_ons, answer the questions worLsheels, This is an exceller.!

wri Cur the student to observe, think, and draw his ow conclusions.

/ The.:e are ')asically designed m the slude;,i ea7! work wiit;

or nimsell nr dtted as a gniue lor class discussions. Many 01

H.oi:H;t-or-ien:ed, and the student will cot. simpl7 "find" the
answer i a i:look: and wriie it on the paper.

'0 ;;;,-,-w '...ore! These sections are opr;onai lor the
;it .idel.t.s tgh,t; aro ,:',.jg.,r;,;...ted in Learning more ini-ormation.

;4: 1 ; ;

1.1n- .,ramework

.1a,t; ,,; tie wii.".1 !-,.-ut 02; Ic ::01,1.1.1 i

r,ut.;:i 0,1 : ,

;he human skeleton dr,ii _koi:;ton

'Hi .n;

:A 1 , 1 i .-; ( > I 1 ! ( I I . I
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B. Locat.ion of t3one i:emains

I. Slide 1, "Mamm..ith Cave": illustrates the locatikm uf hone remains

2. Slide 2, "Lost John": 42 year oid Indian mummy found at Mammoth
Cave approximately 2,000 years old

C. Olscovery atld Excavation of Fossil Bone Remains

1. The amount o; information the student will be responsible for should
be decided hy the individual teacher.

jio;.i;. clearly undersi:and thar this datin procyss related
to when the ancestor lived, not now old he was at the time o: death.

P. Trends ;n Noratitv - Clue 4,i

L. :;tude,.-:: are wniall7 very interested in the topic of infanticide and
ihe practice ol LC.

a - 1.!orksneet :;elected Answers

s.,;-yivai in past. morfalitv
vearl;, developed heNer Ilealth care.
chanv2s in II:c styles, 4,,ricultural

and industrial revolutions

pa.;[, l'emales died in chiidhirtli. Todov, moles
die envii.er !Than females - scress o: civiiization;
heart diseases, etc.

Hlfant mortality rates (W7, died in iirst venr
! ; )

Yes or i\o Two Lheories:

a. evidence from bones oi disew.es

Ile(' 410111tid , i ! at. WO!
;roups: thus small chance of spreadin:..,
diseases

:Hal-va ion: icod-itlher',

moder!i iyoups and heir
ship with starvation':

'4,, j j r7-1 :=,elected Ant;wurs

cnio 1.es c1.i 'Ldrey; !. er! i

"",4.'4;:4414'i ; , ',4/4 0:4 i 04,, ",' v 14;
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F. Age identification - Clue #2

I. The student needs to study and relate Lhe detailed dala in ih-
:;ectiou oniy for the purpose of understanding how we can identify
the approximate age of early man. Remembering. exact data is not
important as his understanding of huw to use it.

Works'heeL 0: Selected Answers

2. number of teeth; possible eruption of central
incisors of permanent teeth

J. calic!, raw, dirty food - ve):;etabie mattef

4. approximately 19 years old; notice wisdom not worn
down so had tu erupt shortly before death

5. wear and tear on teeth; possible loss of teeth

lirst two decades of life

danuout May want to have students .label more parts of the bone

:;er. - Clue jfl

!;Hde i| - Female skull is on rar righl, qalu skull in the
center and Neanderthal skull on the left

i - ;.;,)1 :;at h.e ic 1(!lx iLai-; " flared-out ,

1;:-.e :his to hiscuss the variable of individl,allzation b interprk-21.inP.
daLa.

Iliet and hra.in Volume - ChAe

:11.!cd or drawing

Answers

). lathe teeih

,i,.c..--eascd

.:1C 1 , t ! I 'C., !Uri' C 0.,

ed ;cud :1kd i or d
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1. T'te 1cHl 3;ld of section will be decided by fhc

individual teacher.

:inmmary of Clue:t

1. Th is i 71.1-11,1;,!: ate mos t liyort ant ...3eci ion hucawsA, here the

studen illust coilectivelv analyze the inlormalion he has

receivet: and uhen apply it_ Encoura....,,e the studenls to answer

the tof-t ions at.4 tiloroughly as possible.

Audio-visual or practical lat.) exercises would deieminc the individual
studet's unden;tandine; of this unit.

I-;TfJ,ENT

AT Approach, Verston,

B:otoz, ikirdeLt Comp.anv, New Jersey, 1971

1)av, tiehael; bantam Books "Knowledge Through Color" series,

Nyerhaek, 1971

Lit, Science Libi7arv Seric5, e Books, New York, 1971
'rhe Bojv.

nr
. .

" Lively '.:;clutor.", Ktorv or Life Series Weekly mayazine.), Part 6

,Can si.etitute any relerences for Lhe above)

Ht,(iiL .,.:i'c,ehart aid Yinston, Ine., i9))

Yolurne L, Col Out_ inc. Iiarnel and Nohle,

;,.ew PIW)

1'11 L t..

;Tent tz- hal I., Nt:w 1'47'2

,%m:;co :'ubLications, inc., .:t.w ':oric, 1972
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Processe,; o{ ort.Lanic Evolution, Prenticc-liall, New Jersey, 1966

Tile Human Revolution, tiantam ',looks, New York, 1965
(paperback, available at bookstores)

SIJMESTED FIELD TRIPS

Calvert Clirls, Maryland - to learn techniques or (.xcavW Fossils and
relating this ,,,,,criunLe iu excavating houe
remains

lof;iltuie - Excellent displays or hone remains

An aoLual "dig" available

Al.-!)L0-Y:HAL

lo slides in tea0er's package

;4(-)

'Aeieton

Male ro,d Yeiviu ulsplay

iIuman

Lai :,1--selotou

F1!
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Name of mini-course

rvaluation Form for Teachers

va It io t :-,Lt on s

Did !his unit accomplish its
objectives with your students?

Did you adu ot your own
activities? lf so, please
include with the return of
:his form.

J. Did you add anv films that
othrr leachers would Find
useful? Please mention
source.

t':C1-0 :he student instructions
clear?

Was there r,low;h information
ir ie Leacer'H h s section?

r). Do yon plan to USC this unit

7. 'A'Hch levc1 .;Lude';: i:sed uni'!

- class,
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SCIENCE MINI-COURSES

PHYSICAL SCIENCE

..ALECTRICITY: Part 1
(Types of Generation of Electricity)

ELECTRICITY: Part 2
(The Conteol and Measurement of Electricity

,LECTRICITY: Part 3
(Applications for Electricity)

ArAN YOU HEAR MY VIBES?
(A Mini-course on Sound)

XENSES AND THEIR USES

WHAT IS IT?
'Identification of an Unknown Chemical Substance

BIOLOGY

)IVERY COMPLEX MOLECULE:
D.N.A. The Substance that Carries Heredity

?Controlling the CO" Z OF LIFE

,,P-aleo Biology BONES: Clues to Mankind's Past

..4 Field Study in HUMAN ECOLOGY

Aasic Principles of GENETICS

_,HUMAN GENETICS Mendel's Laws Applied to You

SCIENCE SURVEY

./IVATHER Instruments

-'iOPOGRAPHIC Maps

CHEMISTRY

..--/WATER

PHYSICS

PHYSICAL OPTICS
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